Abstract-Formal methods, models and tools for social big data analytics are largely limited to graph theoretical approaches such as social network analysis (SNA) informed by relational sociology. There are no other unified modeling approaches to social big data that integrate the conceptual, formal and software realms. In this paper, we first present and discuss a theory and conceptual model of social data. Second, we outline a formal model based on set theory and discuss the semantics of the formal model with a real-world social data example from Facebook. Third, we briefly present and discuss the Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) that realizes the conceptual model in software and provisions social data analysis based on the conceptual and formal models. Fourth and last, based on the formal model and sentiment analysis of text, we present a method for profiling of artifacts and actors and apply this technique to the data analysis of big social data collected from Facebook page of the fast fashion company, H&M.
I. INTRODUCTION
The growth of social media use in society is generating large quantities of new digital information about individuals, organizations and institutions that is now commonly labeled Big Social Data. Social media analytics is a term we use here to refer to the collection, storage, analysis, and reporting of these new data [1] . These social data sets carry valuable information and if analysed utilizing proper methods, techniques, and tools of computational social science in particular and data science in general. They can provide meaningful facts and actionable insights that go beyond traditional social science research methods. For example, recent studies have shown that social data on Facebook can be analysed for investigating political discourse on online public spheres for the United States Election [2] , [3] and social data from twitter has been used for predicting Hollywood movies' box-office revenues [4] .
Conte and colleagues [5] also point that Computational Social Science is a model based science that analyses electronic trace data, builds predictive models and intends to provide instruments for enabling social science to inform decision makers for societal and organisational challenges.
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A. Formal Models
Formal modeling is a process of writing and analyzing formal descriptions of models and systems that represent real-world processes. It is a technique to model complex phenomena as mathematical entities so that rigorous analysis techniques can be applied on the models to understand the reality of the complex phenomenon. Moreover, formal specifications are abstract, precise and to some extent complete in nature [6] , [7] . The abstraction of a formal specification allows to comprehend a complex phenomenon, where as the precise semantics eliminates ambiguity in the model. The completeness ensures the study of all aspects of the behavior in the model [7] .
Having said that, computational methods, formal models and software tools for big social data analytics are largely limited to graph-theoretical approaches [8] such as social network analysis [9] informed by the social philosophical approach of relational sociology [10] . There are no other unified modelling approaches to social data that integrate the conceptual, formal, software, analytical and empirical realms [11] . Our objective in this paper is to present, discuss, and empirically demonstrate an alternative holistic approach to predominant triumvirate of relational sociology, graph theory, and social network analysis. Our approach is based on the alternate triumvirate of associational sociology [12] , set theory and fuzzy set theory [13] , and formal modelling of big social data [11] .
B. Advantages of the Set Theoretical Approach
For the purposes of this paper, set-theoretical approach includes both classical (also known as crisp) as well as fuzzy sets. Smithson and Verkuilen [14] articulated the following five reasons for applying set theory in general and fuzzy set theory in particular to social science research: 1) Set-theoretical ontotology is well-suited to conceptualize vagueness which is a central aspect of social science constructs 2) Set-theoretical epistemology is well-suited for analysis of social science constructs that are both categorical and dimensional. That is, set-theoretical approach is wellsuited for dealing with different types as well as degrees of a particular type.
3) Set-theoretical methodology can help analyse multivariate associations beyond the conditional means and the general linear model (p.1) 4) Set-theoretical analysis have high theoretical fidelity with most social science theories that are usally expressed logically in set-terms 5) Set-Theoretical approach systematically combines setwise logical formulation of social science theories and empirical analysis using statistical models for continuous variables As we show in this paper, a set-theoretical approach to sentiment analysis of big social data will be able to analyse not only the different categories of sentiments (positive, negative, and neutral) but also their dimensions(actors, artifacts, actions, activities, probabilities etc.). As Ragin [15] argues this allows for a new paradigm of social science research termed diversityoriented research to bridge the theoretical, methodological, and interpretive divide of variable-oriented research and caseoriented research. This paper seeks to address this problem by proposing an integrated modeling approach involving a conceptual model for social data, a formal model of the conceptual data based on set theory, a schematic model of a software application informed by the conceptual and formal models as shown in Fig. 1 .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present related work in Sec. II and then we present and discuss theory of social data (Sec. III) and a conceptual model of social data (Sec. IV). Second, we outline a formal model based on set theory and discuss the semantics of the formal model with a real-world social data example from facebook in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we present results of data analysis on big social data from Facebook page of H&M company using a method developed based on the formal model. Finally, we conclude our paper in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The use of Social Network Analysis can be traced back to 1979, where Tichy et.al. [16] used it as a method of examining the relationships and social structures for the analysis of organisations. Later in 1987, David Krackhardt [17] proposed cognitive social structures as a solution for social network related problems.
Due to the advent of internet and the online social media in the last decade, the field of social computing attracted many researchers. It is not possible to refer to an extensive list of research articles in this emerging area, however we refer some of the important works here. First of all, Justin Zhan and Xing Fang in [18] provided an detailed overview about state of art in social networking analysis, social and human behavioural modeling and security on social networks. A framework for calculating reputations in multi-agent systems using social network analysis has been proposed in [19] , where as social network analysis based on measuring social relations using multiple data sets has been explored in [20] . An algorithm to find overlapping communities via social network analysis was explored in [21] . Moreover, analysis of sub-graphs in the social network based on the characteristic features: leadership, bonding, and diversity was studied by the authors in [22] . More over, several researchers have developed formal techniques for network analysis [23] - [25] and applied those techniques to social networks. All these works are primarily focussed on analysing the social networks based on the structural relationships between the actors only. On the other hand, our work primarily focussed combining the structural aspects of social data with the content analysis of social text, to study the behavioral aspects and to further develop advanced analysis techniques for social data.
Semantic-level precedence relationships between participants in a blog network are studied in [26] , where the authors proposed a methodology for the detection of bursts of activity at the semantic level using linguistic tagging, term filtering and term merging. They used a probabilistic approach to estimate temporal relationships between the blogs. However in an another interesting work, Sitaram Asur and Bernardo A. Huberman [4] showed that social media feed can be used as effective indicators of the real-world performance. In their work, they used analysis of sentiment content on urls, retweets and their hourly rates of Twitter to estimate to forecast the box-office movies revenue.
We find that the extant literature is primarily focused on using social network analysis and other graph theory related formalisms. In contrast, we propose to use Set Theory for the formal modelling of associations between actors, actions, artifacts, topics and sentiments.
III. THEORY OF SOCIAL DATA
Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, at the highest level of abstraction, involve individuals interacting with (a) technologies and (b) other individuals. These interactions are termed socio-technical interactions. There are two types of socio-technical interactions: 1) interacting with the technology per se (for example, using the Facebook app on the user's smartphone and 2) interacting with social others using the technology (for example, liking a picture of a friend in the Face book app of the user's smartphone). These socio-technical interactions are theoretically conceived as (a) perception and appropriation of socio-technical affordances, and (b) structures and functions of technological intersubjectivity. Briefly, socio-technical affordances are actiontaking possibilities and meaning-making opportunities in an actor-environment system bounded by the cultural-cognitive competencies of the actor and the technical capabilities of the environment. Technological intersubjectivity (TI) refers to a technology supported interactional social relationship between two or more actors. A more detailed explication of the theoretical framework in terms of its ontological and epistemological assumptions and principles is beyond the scope of this paper but for details, please confer [27] , [28] .
Socio-technical interactions as described above result in electronic trace data that is termed "social data". For the example discussed of a Facebook user liking a friend's picture on their smartphone app, the social data is not only rendered in the different "timelines" of the user's social network but it is available via the Facebook graph API. Large volumes of such micro-interactions constitute the macro world of big social data that is the analytical focus of this paper. Based on the theory of social data described above, we present a conceptual model of social data below. [29] Social graph consists of the structure of the relationships emerging from the apprproiation of social media affordances such as posting, linking, tagging, sharing, liking etc. It focuses on identifying the actors involved, the actions they take, the activities they undertake, and the artifacts they create and interact with. Social text consists of the communicative and linguistic aspects of the social media interaction such as the topics discussed, keywords mentioned, pronouns used and sentiments expressed.
We now turn our attention to formalizing the conceptual model as we believe that formal models are essential for the application of computational techniques and tools, given not only the large volumes of data involved but also their ambiguity and unstructured nature.
V. FORMAL MODEL
In this section, we will provide formal semantics for social data model, which was initially presented in an internal technical report [11] , which is an unpublished and non peer reviewed report. Notation: For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of A (i.e. set of all subsets of A) and P disj (A) for the set of mutually disjoint subsets of A. The cardinality or number of elements in a set A is represented as | A | . Furthermore, we write a relation R from set A to set B as R ⊆ A × B. A function f defined from a set A to set B is written as f : A → B, where a if f is a partial function then it is written as f : A B. First, we define type of artifacts in a socio-technical system as shown in Def. 5.1.
Definition 5.1: We define R as a set of all artifact types as R = { status, comment, link, photo, video }.
Definition 5.2:
We define A CT as a set of actions that can be performed as A CT = {post, comment, share, like, tagging}.
As explained in the conceptual model, the social data model contains Social Graph and Social Text, which is formally defined in Def. 5.3 as follows, Definition 5.3: Formally, Social Data is defined as a tuple S = (G, T) where (i) G is the social graph representing the structural aspects of social data as defined further in Def. 5.4 (ii) T is the social text representing the content of social data and is further defined in Def. 5.5 As shown in the first two items (i, ii, x) of Def. 5.4, the social graph primarily contains a set of actors or users (U), a set of artifacts or resources (R) and a set of activities (Ac). Each artifact is mapped to an artifact type (such as status, photo etc) by artifact type function (Def. 5.4-iv). In addition to that, some of the artifacts are mapped to their parent artifact (if exists) by parent artifact function (Def. 5.4-v). For example, if the artifact is a comment on a post, then it is mapped to its parent (which is the post), on the other hand, if the artifact is a status message or a new post, then it will not have any parent.
Furthermore, each artifact is posted by single actor. As shown in Def. 5.4-vi, the → post is a partial function mapping actors to mutually disjoint sub sets of artifacts, each set containing artifacts created or posted by an actor. On contrary, the → share indicates a many-to-many relationship, indicating that an artifact can be shared by many actors and similarly each actor can share many artifacts (Def. 5.4-vii). Even though share and post actions seems to be similar, the → post signifies the creator relationship of an artifact, where as → share indicates share relationship between an artifact and an actor which can be many-to-many.
Similar to the share relation, the like relation (→ like ) models mapping between the artifacts and actors, indicating the artifacts liked by the actors. The tagging relation (→ tag ) is a bit different, which is a mapping between actors, artifacts and power set of actors and keywords (Def. 5.4-ix). The basic intuition behind the tag relation is that, it allows an actor to tag other actors or keywords in an artifact. Finally, the → act relation indicates a mapping between artifacts to activities (Def. 5.4-x).
Definition 5.4: The Social Graph is defined as a tuple G = (U, R, Ac, r type , , → post , → share , → like , → tag , → act ) where (i) U is a finite set of actors/ users ranged over by u, (ii) R is the finite set of artifacts (resources) ranged over by r, (iii) Ac is a finite set of activities, (iv) r type : R → R is the artifact type function mapping each artifact to a artifact type defined in 5.1, (v)
: R R is parent artifact function, which is a partial function mapping artifacts to their parent artifact if defined, (vi) → post : U P disj (R) is a partial function mapping actors to mutually disjoint subsets of artifacts, (vii) → share ⊆ U × R is a relation mapping users to artifacts, (viii) → like ⊆ U×R is a relation mapping users to the artifacts indicating the artifacts liked by the users, (ix) → tag ⊆ U×R×(P(U∪Ke)) is a tagging relation mapping artifacts to power sets of actors and keywords indicating tagging of actors and keywords in the artifacts, where Ke is set of keywords defined in Def. 5.5, (x) → act ⊆ R × Ac is a relation mapping artifacts to activities. As explained in the conceptual model, the Social Text mainly contains set of topics (To), keywords (Ke), pronouns (Pr), and sentiments (Se) as defined in Def. 5.5. The → topic , → key , → pro and → sen relations map the artifacts to the topics (To), keywords (Ke), pronouns (Pr), and sentiments (Se) respectively. One may note that all these relations allow manyto-many mappings, for example an artifact can be mapped to more than one sentiment and similarly a sentiment can contain mappings to many artifacts.
Definition 5.5: In Social Data S = (G, T), we define Social Text as T= (To, Ke, Pr, Se, → topic , → key , → pro , → sen ) where (i) To, Ke, Pr, Se are finite sets of topics, keywords, pronouns and sentiments respectively, (ii) → topic ⊆ R × To is a relation defining mapping between artifacts and topics, (iii) → key ⊆ R × Ke is a relation mapping artifacts to keywords, (iv) → pro ⊆ R × Pr is a relation mapping artifacts to pronouns, (v) → sen ⊆ R × Se is a realtion mapping artifacts to sentiments.
A. Operational Semantics
In this section, we will define the operational semantics of the model. More precisely, we define how actors perform actions on artifacts.
As formally defined in Def. 5.6, the first action is post, which accepts a pair containing an actor and a new artifact (u, r). First, the actor will be added to the set of actors (i) and then the new artifact will be added to the set of artifacts (ii). Finally the post relation (→ post ) will be updated for the new mapping (iii).
Definition 5.6: In Social Data S = (G, T) with G = (U, R, Ac, r type , , → post , → share , → like , → tag , → act ), we define a post operation of posting a new artifact r (r ∈ R) by an user u as S p (u, r) = (G , T) where
The comment action (e.g. on a post) accepts a tuple containing an actor, the parent artifact (on which the comment is made) and the comment content itself as shown in the Def. 5.7. As it creates a new artifact, it will first apply a post action to create the comment as a new artifact with the actor (i) and then followed by an update to the parent artifact function ( ) by adding the respective mapping for comment with its parent (ii).
Definition 5.7: Let Social Data be S = (G, T) with G = (U, R, Ac, r type , , → post , → share , → like , → tag , → act ), the comment operation on an artifact r p (r p ∈ R) by an user u for a new artifact r is formally defined as
As mentioned before, the share operation does not create any new artifact, but it will updates the actors set and then makes an update to the share relation (→ share ) as formally defined in Def. 5.8.
Definition 5.8: Let Social Data be S = (G, T) with G = (U, R, Ac, r type , , → post , → share , → like , → tag , → act ), then we define the share operation consisting of sharing an artifact r by an user u as S s (u, r) = (G , T) where
In the Def. 5.9, we formally define the like and unlike operations as an update to the like relation (→ like ). A like action on an artifact will add a mapping to like relation (→ like ) (in addition to adding the actor to the actors set), where as an unlike action will simply remove the existing mapping.
Definition 5.9: In a Social Data S = (G, T) with Graph G = (U, R, Ac, r type , , → post , → share , → like , → tag , → act ), we define the like operation by an user u on an artifact r as S l (u, r) = (G , T) where
Similarly, we also define the unlike operation on S = (G, T) with Graph G = (U, R, Ac, r type , ,
Finally, the tagging action accepts a tuple ((u, r, t)) containing an actor, an artifact and a set of hash words (i.e. keywords and actors) and an update to tagging relation (→ tag ) will be applied as shown in the Def. 5.10.
Definition 5.10: In a Social Data S = (G, T) with Graph G = (U, R, Ac, r type , , → post , → share , → like , → tag , → act ), we define the tagging operation by an user u on an artifact r with a set of hash words t ∈ P(U ∪ Ke) as
Finally, we also define a function (T ime ) to keeps track of the timestamps of the artifact's created time.
B. Example
In this section, we exemplify the formal model by taking an example from the Facebook page of H&M cloth stores as shown in the figure 3. In order to enhance the readability of the example, the artifacts (e.g. texts) have been annotated as r1, r2 etc and the annotated values will be used in encoding the example using the formal model. 
VI. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we present data analysis for profiling of actors and artifacts based on the formal model. First, we outline the method for calculating the sentiment for actors based on the sentiments on artifacts and then we will present results of the analysis that was carried out on the big social data extracted from the Facebook page of the H & M company.
As part of case study, Facebook data of H&M was fetched by SODATO [30] from 01-Jan-2009 to 31-December-2013. The Facebook data corpus consists of a total of 12,577,235 entries, which consists of posts, comments, likes and albums as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Around 1% (112,211) and 2% (297,064) of entries are posts and comments respectively. The H & M data corpus is dominated by Likes (9, 947,567 likes on posts & comments), which is followed by the comments and likes on albums.
In prior work [11] , we reported statistically significant correlations between real-world business outcomes (quarterly sales) and social media activities (measures of social graph (posts, likes, comments) as well as social text (positive, negative or neutral sentiment expressions). With regard to social graph, statistically significant strong correlations were observed between quarterly sales and total likes, total likes on the company's posts as well as users' posts and total comments on users' posts [11] . With regard to social text, statistically significant strong positive correlations were observed for positive sentiment expression only for Comments on Posts by Non-H&M users on the facebook wall. On the other hand, strong correlations were observed, surprisingly, for the negative sentiment expressions on Total Posts, Posts by Non-H&M and Comments on Posts by Non-H&M facebook users [11] , As we discussed under Advantages of Set Thoeretical Approach (Sec. I-B) we constructed crisp sets of the sentiments expressed by actors performing actions on artifacts to better understand the statistical correlation between real-world outcomes (quarterly sales) and social media activities (facebook engagment) of H&M. Towards this end, we now report data analysis and findings from the crisp set analysis of actor and artifact sentiment that reveal seasonal variation (more peaks during the spring and fall period where the fashion industry traditionally reveals new products) as well as crisis periods (for example, garment factory accidents in Bangladesh), as shown in Fig. 8 .
A. Methodlogy
Actors perform Actions in Activities on Artifacts. Artifacts carry direct sentiment as they contain content, which can be analysed by machine learning tools such as sentiment engine of Google Prediction API [31] and thereby artifacts get a sentiment score and a label. Individually, an action does not carry any sentiment, but it is the artifacts on which these actions are carried over, that contain sentiments. Similarly, actors do not carry any sentiment directly, but they express their sentiments by performing actions on the artifacts, which contain the direct sentiment. Therefore, the sentiment attributed to an actor can be inferred from the artifacts on which the actions are performed. The set of sentiments in the Social Text contains some predefined labels: positive (+), neutral (0) and negative (−) as indicated in Se = {+, 0, −}. Normally, the sentiment scores are expressed as real numbers (between 0 to 1), and the sum of such scores of an artifact for multiple sentiment labels will be equal to 1. As an example, the artifact r2 from Fig. 3 can be categorised as {+ : 0.65, 0 : 0.30, − : 0.05}. However, in this paper, we have considered the default sentiment labels only for the artifacts.
1) Artifacts: Form the formal model, one can infer a set of artifacts (posts and comments) that belong to a sentiment (se ∈ Se) as follows, R se = {r | (r, se) ∈ → sen }. Similarly, the set of artifacts which are posts only (as shown in Fig. 5(a) ) can computed as follows, R se posts = {r | (r, se) ∈ → sen ∧ (r) is undefined}. The set of artifacts that belong for a given time period t 1 − t 2 (e.g. quarterly as shown in Fig. 6 ) as follows,
Finally, the number of posts, comments, likes and shares for each sentiment label (as shown in Fig. 5(b) ) can be computed
Furthermore, the set of actors that are associated with any given set of artifacts (e.g. R se ) that pertains to a sentiment label (se) can be computed as follows, ∀r ∈ R se .
The set of actors contains actors who posted an artifact and those who shared and liked the artifact as shown in Fig. 4(c) . From the set of actors (U R se ), one could compute sets for given time periods (e.g. quarterly) to obtain a frequency distribution of actors sentiment over temporal dimension as shown in the Fig. 7 .
B. H&M Case Study -Results
The sentiment analysis for the whole data corpus (artifacts) was carried and sentiment sets of artifacts were computed as explained in the previous section. The distribution of the post artifacts and total entries are shown in the Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) respectively. By inspecting Fig. 5(a) , we find that a majority of the conversations as embodied by posts and comments on those posts belong to the exclusive sentiment categories of positive only, negative only, and neutral only. A minority of posts and comments on them display a mixture of sentiment categories (6767 posts and their comments have all three positive, negative, and neutral sentiments). These are dimensions of sentiment categories that are revealed and made available by the set-theoretical approach of this paper for further qualitative and/or quantitative analysis. Comparing the two venn diagrams, it can be noticed that even though posts are distributed more or less equally over exclusive sentiment labels, in the total entries category, it is interesting to note that 96% of entries (12,158,058) corresponds (mostly likes) to the posts in the intersection of (+)∩(−)∩(0). In other words, the subset of 6767 posts that embody all three sentiment categories attract the most number of likes from actors compared to any other subset in the venn diagrams. The quarterly distribution of artifacts sentiments over the temporal dimension is shown in Fig. 6 .
In the data corpus, there are 3,734,629 unique actors whose inferred sentiment distribution is shown in Fig. 4(c) . One could notice that around 40% of the users (1,451,635) As reported in [11] , we found surprisingly strong positive correlations of quarterly revenues with negative sentiments on total posts, posts by Non-H&M users and comments on posts by Non-H&M Facebook users. In this paper, we report on subsequent analysis (Fig. 9, 10 & 11) of the corpus based on the set-theoretical approach. The venn diagrams in Fig. 4 & 5 together with the temporal distribution of negative sentimentsin Fig. 10 provide preliminary evidence that negative sentiment category in itself is not detrimental to the brand identity and business value if it not directed towards the company. As we first observed in [11] , sentiment polarity is necessary but not sufficient for predicting business outcomes. Analytical approaches based on set theory can help better understand not only the categories of sentiments but also their dimensions.
In summary, we have documented descriptive findings based on the set-theoretical analysis of the statitically signficant correlations between social data measures of sentiments expressed and real-world outcomes of quarterly sales. These descriptive findings can be turned into prescriptive recommendations and predictive analytics for companies once they are tested across other kinds of social data (twitter, pinterest, instagram), other kinds of companies the same industry sector (fast fashion), and other industry sectors.
VII. CONCLUSION
Set theoretical approaches to formal modelling of social data hold several advantages over graph theoretical approaches that underpin the different methods and techniques of social network analysis (SNA). To be more specific, set theoretical approaches model social associations (such as if an actor is associated with positive sentiments) rather than social relations. This is particularly useful in analysing sentiments of temporal evolution and overall composition of artifacts and actors.
Automated sentiment annotation of social data artifacts based on computational linguistics methods such as machine learning produce both classifications of tokens into types (such as positive, negative and neutral) as well as probabilistic estimates. As we have demonstrated in this paper, these classifications and probabilities can be used to reveal historical developmental patterns as well as overlapping categories.
Practical implications from the analysis presented here could help inform an organization to assess the size of the different actor/community types such as entirely positive, partially positive, entirely negative etc. For example, investigating the absolute and relative size of entirely negative conversations might enable the organization to identify the underlying customer service issues and/or content problems. Similarly, knowing the absolute and relative number of social media users that exclusively express positive sentiments towards the organization helps identify and nurture the advocacy group.
In this paper we have presented an integrated modeling approach for analysis of social data using a conceptual model on social data, a formal model modeling the key concepts of the conceptual model and a schematic model of a software application developed based on the conceptual and formal models.
The formalization of the conceptual model allows the necessary abstraction to comprehend the complex scenarios of social data. On top of that, the formal model also served as a bridge between the conceptual model and schematic model of the software application and helped in concretising the abstract ideas from the conceptual model to schematic model in the process of developing the Social Data Analytics Tool. Moreover, we have also presented a method for profiling of artifacts and actors and appleid this technique to the data analysis of big social data collected from Facebook page of the fast fashion company, H&M. Modeling social concepts in general involves fuzziness. As part of future work, we would like to use Fuzzy set theory to model fuzzy behaviour in the social data.
